2014 QUEENS Daily Report
Queens Day 1 The first day is done !!! Conditions in the main have been fairly reasonable except for
the misty rain, most got wet during the first range but every dried up fairly quickly. The rain stayed
away for the second 500 and the 600. Scores at the two 500's were very good with many clean after
the first 2 stages. A fifteen shot match at 600 made life a little more interesting with but in fullbore
most were able to card good scores with high centre counts while others were caught with changes
in direction. Along the line in F Class 89 was the top score all being shot later in the day, conditions
early were a little bit more variable and the scores showed it. Top scorer in Target rifle for the day
was Mark Thurtel with a fine 175.25 while in B Grade Rob Avery has the honors and and in C grade
Ben Reading is in the lead with a 173 which most A graders would love to have.
In Open the pack is fairly condensed Rod Davies and Ben Ferrara 2 down and John Peters 3 down
with Steve Rigby, and then the rest. Calibres are a mix of 6 Dashers, 6.5x47, 260 AI, 284 and 280AI.
F Standard A has Ralph Garlick in the lead and FSB needed a shoot off to get a result with Joseph
Jason being the victor over John Slack.
FTR has got a reasonable roll up with 8 competitors with Cedric May leading the pack.
Double 300, followed by a double six tomorrow, then the longs on Sunday.
Queens Day 2
Day 2 has started with fine but overcast weather and still a touch cool for the Queensland visitors.
With a double 300 to start all looks good once again for a high scoring day

